ls Global Warming Harmful to Health?
Computer models indicate that many diseases will surge as the earth’s
atmosphere heats up. Signs of the predicted troubles have begun to appear.
by Paul R. Epstein, M.D.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Global warming and wide fluctuations in
weather patterns are projected to lead to increases in insect population and insect-borne diseases. This situation has already begun to materialize, with increasing pressure on public health officials to respond with the use of highly toxic pesticides. Dr. Epstein
captures an escalating problem that deserves our attention. [Reprinted with permission. Copyright © August 2000 by Scientific
American, Inc. All rights reserved.]

T

oday few scientists doubt the atmosphere is warming.
Most also agree that the rate of heating is accelerating
and that the consequences of this temperature change
could become increasingly disruptive. Even high school students can reel off some projected outcomes: the oceans will
warm, and glaciers will melt, causing sea levels to rise and salt water to inundate
settlements along many low-lying
coasts. Meanwhile the regions suitable for farming will shift. Weather
patterns should also become more
erratic and storms more severe.
Yet less familiar effects could be
equally detrimental. Notably, computer models predict that global
warming, and other climate alterations it induces, will expand the incidence and distribution of many serious medical disorders. Disturbingly,
these forecasts seem to be coming true.
Heating of the atmosphere can influence health through several routes. Most
directly, it can generate more, stronger
and hotter heat waves, which will become especially treacherous if the evenings fail to bring cooling relief. Unfortunately, a lack of nighttime cooling seems
to be in the cards; the atmosphere is heating unevenly and is showing the biggest rises
at night, in winter and at latitudes higher than about 50 degrees. In some places, the number of deaths related to heat
waves is projected to double by 2020. Prolonged heat can, moreover, enhance production of smog and the dispersal of allergens. Both effects have been linked to respiratory symptoms.
Global warming can also threaten human well-being profoundly, if somewhat less directly, by revising weather patterns—particularly by pumping up the frequency and intensity of floods and droughts and by causing rapid swings in
the weather. As the atmosphere has warmed over the past
century, droughts in arid areas have persisted longer, and masVol. 20, No. 4, 2000-2001

sive bursts of precipitation have become more common. Aside
from causing death by drowning or starvation, these disasters promote by various means the emergence, resurgence and
spread of infectious disease.
That prospect is deeply troubling, because infectious illness is a genie that can be very hard to put back into its bottle.
It may kill fewer people in one fell swoop than a raging flood
or an extended drought, but once it takes root in a community, it often defies eradication and can invade other areas.
The control issue looms largest in the developing world,
where resources for prevention and treatment can be scarce.
But the technologically advanced nations, too, can fall victim
to surprise attacks—as happened last year when the West Nile
virus broke out for the first time in North America, killing seven
New Yorkers. In these days of international commerce and
travel, an infectious disorder that appears in one part of the
world can quickly become a problem continents away if
the disease-causing agent, or pathogen, finds itself in
a hospitable environment.
Floods and droughts associated with global
climate change could undermine health in
other ways as well. They could damage crops
and make them vulnerable to infection and
infestations by pests and choking weeds,
thereby reducing food supplies and potentially contributing to malnutrition.
And they could permanently or
semipermanently displace entire
populations in developing countries, leading to overcrowding
and the diseases connected
with it, such as tuberculosis.
Weather becomes more
extreme and variable with atmospheric heating in part
because the warming accelerates the water cycle: the process
in which water vapor, mainly from
the oceans, rises into the atmosphere before condensing out as
precipitation. A warmed atmosphere heats the oceans (leading
to faster evaporation), and it holds more moisture than a cool
one. When the extra water condenses, it more frequently drops
from the sky as larger downpours. While the oceans are being
heated, so is the land, which can become highly parched in dry
areas. Parching enlarges the pressure gradients that cause winds
to develop, leading to turbulent winds, tornadoes and other powerful storms. In addition, the altered pressure and temperature
gradients that accompany global warming can shift the distribution of when and where storms, floods and droughts occur.
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I will address the worrisome health effects of global warming and disrupted climate patterns in greater detail, but I should
note that the consequences may not all be bad. Very high temperatures in hot regions may reduce snail populations, which
have a role in transmitting schistosomiasis, a parasitic disease.
High winds may at times disperse pollution. Hotter winters in
normally chilly areas may reduce cold-related heart attacks and
respiratory ailments. Yet overall, the undesirable effects of more
variable weather are likely to include new stresses and nasty
surprises that will overshadow any benefits.

Mosquitoes Rule in the Heat

ness with them. Further, warmer nighttime and winter temperatures may enable them to cause more disease for longer periods
in the areas they already inhabit.
The extra heat is not alone in encouraging a rise in mosquitoborne infections. Intensifying floods and droughts resulting from
global warming can each help trigger outbreaks by creating breeding grounds for insects whose desiccated eggs remain viable and
hatch in still water. As floods recede, they leave puddles. In times
of drought, streams can become stagnant pools, and people may
put out containers to catch water; these pools and pots, too, can
become incubators for new mosquitoes. And the insects can gain
another boost if climate change or other processes (such as alterations of habitats by humans) reduce the populations of predators that normally keep mosquitoes in check.

Diseases relayed by mosquitoes—such as malaria, dengue fever, yellow fever and several kinds of encephalitis—are among
those eliciting the greatest concern as the world warms.
Mosquitoes acquire disease-causing microorganisms when they take a blood meal from
an infected animal or person. Then the
Malaria and dengue fever are two of the
pathogen reproduces inside the insects,
mosquito-borne diseases most likely to
which may deliver disease-causing
spread dramatically as global temperadoses to the next individuals they bite.
tures head upward. Malaria (marked
Mosquito-borne disorders are proby chills, fever, aches and anemia) aljected to become increasingly prevaready kills 3,000 people, mostly chillent because their insect carriers, or
dren, every day. Some models project
“vectors,” are very sensitive to meteothat by the end of the 21st century,
rological conditions. Cold can be a
ongoing warming will have enlarged
friend to humans, because it limits
the zone of potential malaria transmosquitoes to seasons and regions
where temperatures stay above certain
mission from an area containing 45
minimums. Winter freezing kills many
percent of the world’s population to
eggs, larvae and adults outright. Anophan area containing about 60 percent.
eles mosquitoes, which transmit malaria
That news is bad indeed, considering
parasites (such as Plasmodium falciparum),
that no vaccine is available and that the
cause sustained outbreaks of malaria only
causative parasites are becoming resistant
where temperatures routinely exceed 60 deto standard drugs.
grees Fahrenheit. Similarly, Aedes aegypti mosquiTrue to the models, malaria is reappearing north
toes, responsible for yellow fever and dengue fever, convey
and south of the tropics. The U.S. has long been home to
virus only where temperatures rarely fall below 50 degrees F.
Anopheles mosquitoes, and malaria circulated here decades
Excessive heat kills insects as effectively as cold does. Neverago. By the 1980s mosquito-control programs and other pubtheless, within their survivable range of temperatures, mosquilic health measures had restricted the disorder to Califortoes proliferate faster and bite
nia. Since 1990, however,
when the hottest decade on
more as the air becomes
warmer. At the same time,
Mosquito-borne disorders are projected to record began, outbreaks of
locally transmitted malaria
greater heat speeds the rate at
have occurred during hot
which pathogens inside them
become increasingly prevalent because their spells in Texas, Florida,
reproduce and mature. At 68
Georgia, Michigan, New Jerdegrees F, the immature P.
insect carriers, or “vectors,” are very
sey and New York (as well
falciparum parasite takes 26
as in Toronto). These epidays to develop fully, but at 77
sensitive to meteorological conditions.
sodes undoubtedly started
degrees F, it takes only 13
with a traveler or stowaway
days. The Anopheles mosquimosquito carrying malaria
toes that spread this malaria
parasites. But the parasites clearly found friendly conditions
parasite live only several weeks; warmer temperatures raise the
in the U.S.—enough warmth and humidity, and plenty of
odds that the parasites will mature in time for the mosquitoes to
mosquitoes able to transport them to victims who had not
transfer the infection. As whole areas heat up, then, mosquitoes
traveled. Malaria has returned to the Korean peninsula, parts
could expand into formerly forbidden territories, bringing ill-
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of southern Europe and the former Soviet Union and to the
coast of South Africa along the Indian Ocean.
Dengue, or “breakbone,” fever (a severe flulike viral illness that sometimes causes fatal internal bleeding) is spreading as well. Today it afflicts an estimated 50 million to 100
The increased climate variability accompanying warming will
million in the tropics and subtropics (mainly in urban areas
probably be more important than the rising heat itself in
and their surroundings). It has broadened its range in the
fueling unwelcome outbreaks of certain vector-borne illAmericas over the past 10 years and had reached down to
nesses. For instance, warm winters followed by hot, dry sumBuenos Aires by the end of the 1990s. It has also found its
mers (a pattern that could become all too familiar as the
way to northern Australia. Neither a vaccine nor a specific
atmosphere heats up) favor the transdrug treatment is yet available.
mission of St. Louis encephalitis
Although these expansions of malaria and
and other infections that cycle
dengue fever certainly fit the predictions,
among birds, urban mosquithe cause of that growth cannot be
toes and humans.
traced conclusively to global
This sequence seems to
warming. Other factors
have abetted the surprise
could have been involved as
emergence of the West Nile
well—for instance, disrupvirus in New York City last
tion of the environment in
year. No one knows how
ways that favor mosquito
this virus found its way
proliferation, declines in
into the U.S. But one reamosquito-control and other
sonable explanation for its
public health programs, and
persistence and amplificarises in drug and pesticide
tion here centers on the
resistance. The case for a cliweather’s effects on Culex
matic contribution becomes
pipiens mosquitoes, which
stronger, however, when other projected consequences of gloaccounted for the bulk of the transmission. These urban
bal warming appear in concert with disease outbreaks.
dwellers typically lay their eggs in damp basements, gutSuch is the case in highlands around the world. There, as
ters, sewers and polluted pools of water.
anticipated, warmth is climbing up many mountains, along with
The interaction between the weather, the mosquitoes
plants and butterflies, and summit glaciers are melting. Since
and the virus probably went something like this: The mild
1970 the elevation at which temperatures are always below freezwinter of 1998–99 enabled many of the mosquitoes to suring has ascended almost 500
vive into the spring, which
feet in the tropics. Marching uparrived early. Drought in
ward, too, are mosquitoes and
spring and summer concenDengue, or “breakbone,” fever (a severe trated nourishing organic
mosquito-borne diseases.
In the 19th century, Euromatter in their breeding arflulike viral illness that sometimes causes eas and simultaneously
pean colonists in Africa settled
in the cooler mountains to eskilled off mosquito predacape the dangerous swamp air
tors, such as lacewings and
fatal internal bleeding) is spreading as
(“mal aria”) that fostered disease
ladybugs, that would otherin the lowlands. Today many of well... Neither a vaccine nor a specific drug wise have helped limit mosthose havens are compromised.
quito populations. Drought
Insects and insect-borne infecwould also have led birds to
treatment is yet available.
tions are being reported at high
congregate more, as they
elevations in South and Central
shared fewer and smaller waAmerica, Asia, and east and centering holes, many of which
tral Africa. Since 1980 Ae. aegypti mosquitoes, once limited by
were frequented, naturally, by mosquitoes.
temperature thresholds to low altitudes, have been found above
Once mosquitoes acquired the virus, the heat wave that
one mile in the highlands of northern India and at 1.3 miles in
accompanied the drought would speed up viral maturation
the Colombian Andes. Their presence magnifies the risk that
inside the insects. Consequently, as infected mosquitoes
dengue and yellow fever may follow. Dengue fever itself has struck
sought blood meals, they could spread the virus to birds at a
at the mile mark in Taxco, Mexico.
rapid clip. As bird after bird became infected, so did more
Patterns of insect migration change faster in the mounmosquitoes, which ultimately fanned out to infect human
tains than they do at sea level. Those alterations can thus
beings. Torrential rains toward the end of August provided
serve as indicators of climate change and of diseases likely to
new puddles for the breeding of C. pipiens and other mosexpand their range.
quitoes, unleashing an added crop of potential virus carriers.

Opportunists Like
Sequential Extremes
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Like mosquitoes, other disease-conveying vectors tend to
tems that include diverse species help to keep nuisance orbe “pests”—opportunists that reproduce quickly and thrive
ganisms in check. If increased warming and weather extremes
under disturbed conditions unfavorable to species with more
result in more ecosystem disturbance, that disruption may
specialized needs. In the 1990s climate variability contribfoster the growth of opportunist populations and enhance the
uted to the appearance in humans of a new rodent-borne ailspread of disease.
ment: the hantavirus pulmonary syndrome, a highly lethal
infection of the lungs. This infection can jump from animals
to humans when people inhale viral particles hiding in the
secretions and excretions of rodents. The sequential weather
Beyond exacerbating the vector-borne illnesses mentioned above,
extremes that set the stage for the first human eruption, in
global warming will probably elevate the incidence of waterborne
the U.S. Southwest in 1993, were long-lasting drought interdiseases, including cholera (a cause of severe diarrhea). Warmrupted by intense rains.
ing itself can contribute to the change, as can a heightened freFirst, a regional drought helped to reduce the pool of aniquency and extent of droughts and floods. It may seem strange
mals that prey on rothat droughts would fadents—raptors (owls,
vor waterborne disease,
eagles, prairie falcons,
but they can wipe out
red-tailed hawks and
supplies of safe drinkkestrels), coyotes and
ing water and concensnakes. Then, as
trate contaminants that
drought yielded to unmight otherwise remain
usually heavy rains
dilute. Further, the lack
early in 1993, the roof clean water during a
dents found a bounty
drought interferes with
of food, in the form of
good hygiene and safe
grasshoppers and
rehydration of those
piñon nuts. The rewho have lost large
sulting population explosion enabled a virus that had been
amounts of water because of diarrhea or fever.
either inactive or isolated in a small group to take hold in
Floods favor waterborne ills in different ways. They wash
many rodents. When drought returned in summer, the anisewage and other sources of pathogens (such as
Cryptosporidium) into supplies of drinking water. They also
mals sought food in human dwellings and brought the disflush fertilizer into water supplies. Fertilizer and sewage can
ease to people. By fall 1993, rodent numbers had fallen, and
each combine with warmed water to trigger expansive
the outbreak abated.
blooms of harmful algae. Some of these blooms are directly
Subsequent episodes of hantavirus pulmonary syndrome
toxic to humans who inhale their vapors; others contamiin the U.S. have been limited, in part because early-warnnate fish and shellfish, which, when eaten, sicken the coning systems now indicate when rodent-control efforts have
sumers. Recent discoveries have revealed that algal blooms
to be stepped up and because people have learned to be
can threaten human health in yet another way. As they grow
more careful about avoiding the animals’ droppings. But
bigger, they support the proliferation of various pathogens,
the disease has appeared in Latin America, where some omiamong them Vibrio cholerae,
nous evidence suggests that it
the causative agent of cholera.
may be passed from one person
Drenching rains brought by
to another.
And ecosystem upheaval is one of the
a warmed Indian Ocean to the
As the natural ending of the
Horn of Africa in 1997 and 1998
first hantavirus episode demonmost profound ways in which climate
offer an example of how people
strates, ecosystems can usually
will be affected as global warmsurvive occasional extremes.
change can affect human health.
ing spawns added flooding. The
They are even strengthened by
downpours set off epidemics of
seasonal changes in weather concholera as well as two mosquitoditions, because the species that
borne infections: malaria and Rift Valley fever (a flulike dislive in changeable climates have to evolve an ability to cope
ease that can be lethal to livestock and people alike).
with a broad range of conditions. But long-lasting extremes
To the west, Hurricane Mitch stalled over Central America
and very wide fluctuations in weather can overwhelm ecoin October 1998 for three days. Fueled by a heated Caribsystem resilience. (Persistent ocean heating, for instance, is
bean, the storm unleashed torrents that killed at least 11,000
menacing coral reef systems, and drought-driven forest fires
people. But that was only the beginning of its havoc. In the
are threatening forest habitats.) And ecosystem upheaval is
aftermath, Honduras reported thousands of cases of cholera,
one of the most profound ways in which climate change can
malaria and dengue fever. Beginning in February of this year,
affect human health. Pest control is one of nature’s
unprecedented rains and a series of cyclones inundated large
underappreciated services to people; well-functioning ecosys-
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potentially forestall epidemics in both livestock and people.
A third component of the strategy would attack global warming itself. Human activities that contribute to the heating or
that exacerbate its effects must be limited. Littledoubt remains
that burning fossil fuels for energy is playing a significant role
in global warming, by spewing carbon dioxide and other heatabsorbing, or “greenhouse,” gases into the air. Cleaner energy
sources must be put to use quickly and broadly, both in the
The health toll taken by global warming will depend to a large
energy-guzzling industrial world and in developing nations,
extent on the steps taken to prepare for the dangers. The ideal
which cannot be expected to cut back on their energy use. (Prodefensive strategy would have multiple components.
viding sanitation, housing, food, refrigeration and indoor fires
One would include improved surveillance systems that
for cooking takes energy, as do the pumping and purification
would promptly spot the emergence or resurgence of infecof water and the desalination of seawater for irrigation.) In partious diseases or the vectors that carry them. Discovery could
allel, forests and wetlands need to be restored, to absorb carquickly trigger measures to control vecbon dioxide and floodwaters and to
tor proliferation without harming the
filter contaminants before they
environment, to advise the public
reach water supplies.
The world’s leaders, if they are
about self-protection, to provide
wise, will make it their business
vaccines (when available) for atto find a way to pay for these sorisk populations and to deliver
lutions. Climate, ecological sysprompt treatments.
tems and society can all recoup
This past spring, efforts to
after stress, but only if they are
limit the West Nile virus in
not exposed to prolonged chalthe northeastern U.S. follenge or to one disruption after
lowed this model. On seeing
another. The Intergovernmental
that the virus had survived
Panel on Climate Change, estabthe winter, public health oflished by the United Nations, calculates that halting the ongoing
ficials warned people to clear their yards of receptacles that
rise in atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases will recan hold stagnant water favorable to mosquito breeding.
They also introduced fish that eat mosquito larvae into
quire a whopping 60 to 70 percent reduction in emissions.
catch basins and put insecticide pellets into sewers.
I worry that effective corrective measures will not be instiSadly, however, comprehentuted soon enough. Climate
sive surveillance plans are not
does not necessarily change
yet realistic in much of the
Climate, ecological systems and society gradually. The multiple factors
world. And even when vaccines
that are now destabilizing the
or effective treatments exist, can all recoup after stress, but only if they global climate system could
many regions have no means of
cause it to jump abruptly out
obtaining and distributing are not exposed to prolonged challenge or of its current state. At any
them. Providing these preventime, the world could sudtive measures and treatments
denly become much hotter or
to one disruption after another.
should be a global priority.
even much colder. Such a sudA second component would
den, catastrophic change is the
focus on predicting when climatological and other environultimate health risk—one that must be avoided at all costs.
mental conditions could become conducive to disease outbreaks, so that the risks could be minimized. If climate models
indicate that floods are likely in a given region, officials might
stock shelters with extra supplies. Or if satellite images and
PAUL R. EPSTEIN, an M.D. trained in tropical public health,
sampling of coastal waters indicate that algal blooms related to
is associate director of the Center for Health and the Global
cholera outbreaks are beginning, officials could warn people
Environment at Harvard Medical School. He has served in
to filter contaminated water and could advise medical facilities
medical, teaching and research capacities in Africa, Asia and
to arrange for additional staff, beds and treatment supplies.
Research reported in 1999 illustrates the benefits of satelLatin America and has worked with the Intergovernmental
lite monitoring. It showed that satellite images detecting
Panel on Climate Change, the National Oceanic and Atmoheated water in two specific ocean regions and lush vegetaspheric Administration, and the National Aeronautics and
tion in the Horn of Africa can predict outbreaks of Rift Valley
Space Administration to assess the health effects of climate
fever in the Horn five months in advance. If such assesschange and to develop health applications for climate forements led to vaccination campaigns in animals, they could
casting and remote-sensing technologies.
parts of southern Africa. Floods in Mozambique and Madagascar killed hundreds, displaced thousands and spread both
cholera and malaria. Such events can also greatly retard economic development, and its accompanying public health benefits, in affected areas for years.
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Weather and the West Nile Virus

I

f, in fact, we will see, among other things, an increase in public health pesticide use in our communities as a result
of early global climate changes, the problem merits our attention. This diagram offers a possible explanation for
how a warming trend and sequential weather extremes helped the West Nile virus to establish itself in the New
York City area in 1999. Whether the virus entered the U.S. via mosquitoes, birds or people is unknown. But once it
arrived, interactions between mosquitoes and birds amplified its proliferation.
Reprinted with permission from Is Global Warming Harmful to Health, an article by Paul Epstein, MD. Copyright ©
August 2000 by Scientific American, Inc. and reprinted in Pesticides and You (Vol. 20, No. 4). All rights reserved.
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